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The Book of Dragons Edith Nesbit 2022-05-17 This unique collection includes:
The Book of Beasts_x000D_ Uncle James, or The Purple Stranger_x000D_
The Deliverers of Their Country_x000D_ The Ice Dragon, or Do as You Are

Told_x000D_ The Island of the Nine Whirlpools_x000D_ The Dragon
Tamers_x000D_ The Fiery Dragon, or The Heart of Stone and the Heart of
Gold_x000D_ Kind Little Edmund, or The Caves and the Cockatrice_x000D_
Edith Nesbit (1858-1924) was the author of world famous books for children the tales of fantastical adventures, journeys back in time and travel to magical
worlds.
Boys and Literacy Elizabeth Knowles 2005 Addressing the hot issue of literacy
and boys, this new book explores the facts and research related to the topic.
Furnishing annotations of current, relevant journal and magazine articles, it
provides strategies for making changes in the classroom and home that will
help improve the literacy of boys.
Me and My Shadow (Silver Dragons Book Three) Katie MacAlister 2010-05-13
May Northcott is at the end of her tether. Her demon boss has moved in and is
making life hell. Her scorching hot dragon lover seems to think everything can
be solved with a fiery kiss. And worse still, she's being shadowed by her ditsy
twin sister - a naiad who simply can't seem to stay out of trouble. The arrival of
a nearly-dead man on May's doorstep could be the final spark that sets light to
their tinder-box world. And with dragon war imminent, it's looking increasingly

like it will be up to May (and her watery shadow) to stop it before the fire
consumes them all, and their lives end up in smoke . . .
Treoir Dragon Chronicles of the Belador World: Book 5 Dianna Love 2021-0216 Book 5 in New York Times Bestseller Dianna Love’s new Treoir Dragon
Chronicles of the Belador™ World continues an epic fantasy adventure with
shocking surprises and twists. Faced with losing the only grimoire volume
Daegan has or turning his back on Casidhe, he makes a surprising choice.
Time is literally running out of an hourglass for Casidhe to prove her value to
Queen Maeve or face never leaving TÅ?r Medb, but to hand the crazy queen a
grimoire volume would destroy humans and nonhumans. Reese finds a place
to stay away from those she cares for in Atlanta while hunting the origin of
demons flooding the city, but she’s not as adept at hiding as she thinks.
Brynhild made a tactical mistake in underestimating humans with weapons
and will not do so again. To destroy the red dragon, she needs a partner who
understands this world and the one she selects has his own agenda. In a bid
to free Casidhe, Daegan agrees to enter a ghost castle where every step is a
deadly trap set specifically to kill him. *This is a 9-book spinoff series for firsttime readers as well as current Belador fans. All 9 books will release within a

year and be available in e-book, print, and audiobooks. "...a fresh concept,
complex world and unique characters ... emotionally engaging story full of
twists." Publishers Weekly (Beladors) "... an exciting, pulse pounding thriller ...
I love Dianna Love’s writing, her wonderful imagination, and her ability to grab
us from the start of each book she writes, and keep us there until the end.”
The Reading Café "HOLY COW! This is epic fantasy at its best! I’m exhausted.
This is an incredibly complex world with characters that are heroic yet
relatable. I am so loving this tale…." In My Humble Opinion
De grote jacht Robert Jordan 2014-01-01 In het tweede deel in Robert Jordans
Het Rad des Tijds-cyclus, vindt een oude traditie plaats: de Grote Jacht op de
Hoorn. Maar deze keer gaat alles anders – er heerst een groot gevaar. Robert
jordan, Rad des Tijds 2 - De Grote Jacht Het Rad des Tijds is onbetwist de
meest aansprekende fantasy-cyclus van de afgelopen decennia. In dit
ambitieuze epos verhaalt Robert Jordan van een profetie die lang geleden is
gedaan, van een eeuw die lang geleden is voorspeld, de eeuw die nu is
wedergekomen op het Rad des Tijds. Alles wat was, wat is en wat zal zijn
dreigt nu onder de Schaduw verloren te gaan. Want zo staat het geschreven...
2 De Grote Jacht De Hoorn van Valere is een legendarisch artefact dat naar

verluidt de helden van weleer kan oproepen. Om die reden wordt elke honderd
jaar de Grote Jacht op de Hoorn aangekondigd. Elke nieuwe jacht leidt
onveranderlijk tot nieuwe avonturen die door de barden worden bezongen.
Maar dit keer verloopt alles anders. De Hoorn is gevonden en dat feit zorgt
voor veel onrust. Want De Hoorn verkeert nu in de handen van het Kwaad.
`Robert Jordan is verreweg de populairste fantasy-auteur van nu, en dat laat
zich heel goed verklaren.' New York Times
Dragon Legends of Olde England, a Pocket Reference Book Debbie Brewer
Hunting of the Last Dragon Sherryl Jordan 2016-07-26 The last of the great
fire-breathing dragons has awakened. . . . Everyone thought all the dragons
had been wiped out—until a fierce flying beast appears and leaves the village
of Doran in flames. There is only one survivor: Jude, an ordinary man who
never intended to be a hero. He'd rather avoid any danger, but a strange,
strong-willed girl from a distant land has her own plans for hunting the last
dragon. Can her courage and cunning help him conquer his fear in time to
save their world from devastation? Sherryl Jordan's The Hunting of the Last
Dragon is a gripping story of fantasy, courage, and romance.
The Last Dragon Rider Errin Krystal 2017-08-09 Trained as an elite warrior

from childhood, the elven crown prince Flintathriël fights to bring a stop to a
war that began before he was born. With the aid of his betrothed Sairalindë, a
skilled mage and dragon rider in her own right, they must find the Book of
Souls – an ancient and mysterious tome rumored to have belonged to the god
Hath’Raal. When the missing book turns up in the hands of Mnuvae, the
bastard child of the dead king, Flintathriël finds himself fighting to not only save
his people from this new threat but also trying to keep Sairalindë safe when
Mnuvae takes over the dragons in her attempt to win back the kingdom she
believes is rightfully hers. The love Flintathriël and Sairalindë share shines
pure and true, but when the smoke of the battle clears, will their hearts survive
the aftermath of war or will their love become a casualty that cannot be
revived?
The Dragon Book Jack Dann 2009-11-03 "Strong storytelling and new takes
on a beloved fantasy topic result in a welcome addition to the literature of
dragons." (Library Journal) Whether portrayed as fire-breathing reptilian beasts
or as noble creatures of power and grace, dragons have been found in nearly
every culture's mythology. Now, in The Dragon Book, today's greatest
fantasists reignite the fire... Includes stories by New York Times bestselling

authors Jonathan Stroud, Gregory Maguire, Garth Nix, Diana Gabaldon,
Tamora Pierce, Harry Turtledove, Sean Williams, and Tad Williams, as well as
tales by Peter Beagle, Jane Yolen, Adam Stemple, Cecelia Holland, Naomi
Novik, Kage Baker, Samuel Sykes, Diana Wynne Jones, Mary Rosenblum,
Tanith Lee, Andy Duncan, and Bruce Coville.
Read On-- Speculative Fiction for Teens Jamie Kallio 2012 This guide offers
exciting new reading paths for students who enjoy fantasy, science fiction, and
paranormal themes. With over 350 titles organized into their primary appeal
characteristics and scores of thematic lists, librarians and educators will
benefit from lists of contemporary selections specifically written for teens. * A
plethora of reading lists organized by theme, topic, and popularity *
Bibliographic information and concise descriptions for each title
The Dragon Book: Magical Tales from the Masters of Modern Fantasy Jack
Dann 2010-09-30 In this unmissable collection, the biggest names in Fantasy
reignite the fire of these legendary beasts with stories that will consume your
imagination. Magical! THE DRAGON BOOK has stories from Garth Nix, Tad
Williams, Jonathan Stroud, Tamora Pierce, Diana Wynne Jones, Sean

Williams, Greg Maguire and many others.
The Lost Lands (Rise of the Dragons, Book 2) Jessica Khoury 2020-03-03
Sirin, Allie, and Joss have joined forces with the legendary silver dragon
Lysander, the only creature capable of opening portals between the two
worlds. But the powerful Lennix clan is following the children's every move and
will stop at nothing to capture Lysander. After generations of plotting, the
Lennixes -- and their bloodthirsty dragon allies, the Raptors -- are terrifyingly
close to establishing a brutal dragon regime on Earth, just like they did
centuries ago.Now, it's up to Allie, Joss, and Sirin to protect Lysander while
searching for a secret source of lost dragon magic, the only force powerful
enough to stop the Raptor. But when their search takes them to one of the
largest cities on Earth, the new friends must decide what's more important:
finding the missing treasure or guarding the most important secret in the
world -- that dragons have returned to Earth . . . and not all of them have good
intentions.
Rain and Fire: A Guide to the Last Dragon Chronicles Chris d'Lacey 2011-0120 This intriguing and entertaining guide will not only appeal to all fans of bestselling series The Last Dragon Chronicles, but will also appeal to everyone

with an interest in dragons! In a collaborative work between Chris and his wife
Jay, the book features character profiles, information on backgrounds and
settings in the series, and explores relevant themes such as climate change. It
includes stunning illustrations and photographs and is a book that everyone
can enjoy, dip into, and indulge their passion for dragons! The Last Dragon
Chronicles: The Fire Within Icefire Fire Star The Fire Eternal Dark Fire
Jeff Herman's Guide to Book Publishers, Editors & Literary Agents Jeff
Herman 2003 A guide to the names and specialities of American and
Canadian publishers, editors, and literary agents includes information on the
acquisition process and on choosing literary agents.
The Book of Dragons (Illustrated Edition) Edith Nesbit 2017-10-06 Musaicum
Books presents to you this carefully created volume of "The Book of Dragons
(Illustrated Edition)" This ebook has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Contents:
The Book of Beasts Uncle James, or The Purple Stranger The Deliverers of
Their Country The Ice Dragon, or Do as You Are Told The Island of the Nine
Whirlpools The Dragon Tamers The Fiery Dragon, or The Heart of Stone and
the Heart of Gold Kind Little Edmund, or The Caves and the Cockatrice Edith

Nesbit (1858-1924) was the author of world famous books for children - the
tales of fantastical adventures, journeys back in time and travel to magical
worlds.
Writer's Guide to Book Editors, Publishers, and Literary Agents, 2003-2004
Jeff Herman 2002 A comprehensive directory for aspiring writers lists names,
addresses, phone and fax numbers, e-mail addresses, and Web sites for
hundreds of North American publishing figures and companies, along with
helpful advice on the writing and publishing process. Original. 10,000 first
printing.
The Book of Dragons ???? ?????? 2021-12-02
Two To Conquer Marion Zimmer Bradley 2013-10-02 It was the final, flaming
days of the Ages of Chaos. Beneath its Bloody Sun, Darkover was divided into
a hundred warring kingdoms, and civilization teetered on the brink of oblivion.
This is the story of Bard di Asturien, the ambitious soldier-outlaw they called
the Wolf of the Kilghard Hills; of Varzil, whom history was to dub The Good and of the alien from distant Terra who was the exact double of Varzil's enemy.
Dragon’s Gift: Book One of The Gilded Serpents Trilogy Elizabeth Gaines
Johnston 2015-06-03 Dragon's Gift, Book One in the Gilded Serpents Trilogy,

is a thrilling tale of intrigue and adventure, complete with faeries, demons,
mystical pendants and dragons. An ancient evil threatens the kingdom of
Princess Kwyleena. After awakening from a coma, she befriends a dragon,
Baelwyn, and soon learns of an impending war. She begins a journey across
the lands in an effort to stop a vile prince from marrying her and destroying her
kingdom! Throughout this quest, Kwyleeana and her companions make new
friends and new foes, while encountering faeries, kidnappers, love, and a
demon-possessed forest. With its twists, turns, and shocking revelations, you
will find Dragon's Gift difficult to put down.
De razende stilte Sherryl Jordan 2000 Een meisje wordt er na de dood van
haar nieuwbakken echtgenoot van beschuldigd een heks te zijn en vlucht met
hulp van de pastoor en een dove jongen.
Time of the Eagle Sherryl Jordan 2016-07-26 An unforgettable tale of fate,
betrayal, and the power of love and faith Avala dreams of becoming a healer,
but her dreams are not the same as her destiny. Hers is a mighty but lonely
fate, for she is the chosen one—the one who will bring the Time of the Eagle,
when the hunted will become the hunters and win back their freedom. It is a
destiny that requires the spirit of a warrior and the heart of a healer. But does

Avala have the courage to set the Eagle on its flight? This epic companion to
Secret Sacrament is full of intrigue, adventure, and fantasy, as one girl, born to
greatness, must decide whether to follow her dreams or fulfill her destiny.
The Book Of Dragon John Todd Hewitt 2010-12-27 In the pursuit of knowledge
one man is forced to put his ideals on hold for monetary help. In the course of
his Archeological investigation he comes across a history of the world some
100,000 years in the past, a place where power was not just measured in arms
and gold but in spells and the alliance between humans and dragons. An age
where the unbelievable was commonplace and the magical an everyday thing.
Seremitter grows into a man with our translator helping us to see him and his
brother from another mother, the Draconian that he shares his rank with and
his place among the wizards of our long forgotten past. © John Todd Hewitt.
The Last Dragon (Twilight of the Celts Book I) M. K. Hume 2014-01-02 King
Artor lies slain. Who will protect Britain now? The legend of King Arthur lives
on in the first instalment of M.K Hume's Twilight of the Celts Trilogy. Not to be
missed by fans of Conn Iggulden and Bernard Cornwell. 'Hume brings the
bloody, violent, conniving world vividly to life...will appeal to those who thrill to
Game of Thrones and other tales of intersecting, ever-warring, noble lineages' -

Kirkus Review King Artor lies slain and Ector, a mere boy, is acknowledged as
the legitimate heir to the kingdom. But the land of the Celts is weakened and
Ector grows up torn between a sense of doom and duty. Meanwhile, in the
Forest of Arden, it is revealed to young Arthur that he is the Bastard Prince,
son of King Artor and Lady Elayne. Trained in the skills of a warrior, Arthur
cannot challenge the position of his ruler and childhood friend, but nor can he
stand back and watch Briton crumble under the threat of invasion. As the Last
Dragon, he must ensure that his father's legacy lives on... What readers are
saying about M.K. Hume's novels: 'I love the way [M.K. Hume] breathes life
into the characters, giving each individual traits that in the whole make them
stronger whilst their own personal foibles allow a vulnerability' 'Well drawn
characters with the right balance of plot and action. A great addition to
historical fiction' 'M.K. Hume brings not only her characters to life but also the
sights and sounds of battle'
Hunt for the Devil's Dragon Marianne Hering 2013 Time-traveling cousins
Patrick and Beth travel to Silene, in ancient Libya, which is troubled by a
dragon, and when the townspeople want to sacrifice Beth and a local girl to the

dragon, Patrick calls on Georgius, a soldier who is Christian.
The Seared Lands (The Dragon’s Legacy Book 3) Deborah A. Wolf 2020-0329 The concluding novel in the Dragon's Legacy trilogy as the world descends
into war and the conflicts may awaken the Earth Dragon - leading to total
destruction. Sulema Ja'Akari, heir to the throne of the Dragon King, lies near
death, imprisoned by her half brother Pythos. To survive, she must agree to
rescue the one person who holds the key to unseating the usurper - a quest
that will take Sulema across the vast, apocalyptic desert of the Seared Lands.
Overwhelmed by the responsibility, Sulema seeks to flee, but is captured and
cast into the arena. There she must fight to the death against Kishah, whose
very name means "vengeance." Kishah, who is Sulama's closest friend and
fellow warrior, Hannei. Across the world, vast forces gather. Fleeing a swarm
of invaders, the child queen Maika seeks to lead her people across the
wasteland to safety. Jian the half-breed prince musters an army from the
Twilight Lands, while Ismai the Lich King gathers an undead horde,
determined to reclaim the Dragon crown. Yet the greatest threat lies below.
Sajani the earth dragon stirs. If she wakes, the world will be destroyed. Only

the heir to the Dragon King may sing Sajani back to sleep... if there still is time.
Ember en de ijsdraken Heather Fawcett 2020-03-31 Ember ziet eruit als
meisje, maar is eigenlijk een vuurdraak. Als ze naar Antarctica vlucht, ontdekt
ze de jacht op ijsdraken en zet ze alles op alles om de ijsdraken te redden.
Ember en de ijsdraken van Heather Fawcett is een spannende fantasy voor
lezers vanaf 10 jaar vol draken, magie en avontuur. Ember komt voortdurend
in de problemen. Niet handig, als je eruitziet als meisje maar je eigenlijk een
vuurdraak bent en iedereen je wil doden. Ze vlucht van het drukke Londen
naar Antarctica, maar daar ontdekt Ember de jacht op ijsdraken, en stort ze
zich nog dieper in de problemen. Want de ijsdraken moeten gered, al kost het
haar haar eigen leven. Dit is magie. Dit is avontuur. Dit is dierenliefde. Dit is
fantasy met een actuele twist: kom niet aan onze natuur. Met pratende kat en
humeurige deurklink.
Talking Book Topics 2004 Includes audio versions, and annual title-author
index.
The Book of Dragons The Book of Dragons 2021-01-01 The Book of Dragons
is a collection of eight short stories by English author Edith Nesbit, first
published in The Strand magazine in 1899. The stories are The Book of

Beasts; Uncle James, or The Purple Stranger; The Deliverers of Their
Country; The Ice Dragon, or Do as You Are Told; The Island of the Nine
Whirlpools; The Dragon Tamers; The Fiery Dragon, or The Heart of Stone and
the Heart of Gold; and, Kind Little Edmund, or The Caves and the Cockatrice.
Talk about Books! Elizabeth Knowles 2003 This new guide provides
everything you need to run a dynamic, no-fuss book discussion group with
elementary and middle school students.
Secret Sacrament Sherryl Jordan 2016-07-26 Can one man be the salvation of
two nations? Gabriel is a thinker, a healer, a dreamer. His past haunts him,
and his future is intertwined with ancient prophecies. He is a son of the
Navoran Empire, yet his soul can only find peace with the wild Shinali people
on the outshirts of the city. He can interpret the dreams of the Empress and
heal the wounded of her city, but as sinister forces take control fo the empire,
Gabriel's destiny may be far greater than he can possibly imagine. Sherryl
Jordan has crafted a powerful fantasy novel about a young man destined to
become the link between two warring cultures.
NEO - The Witch's Cauldron and Dragon's Fire - Book Three Robert Blumetti
The Last Dragon Harper James Donaldson 2002-12-23 The Last Dragon

Harper completes the story of Lailoken's early years. Ceidio's kingdom has
been destroyed and Gwenddolau, his youngest son, finds himself the new
king. Lailoken steps from the shadows of his personal demons with a dream of
peace and prosperity. And he will fight with all his strength to hold onto that
bright dream, to stand at Gwenddolau's side, and to seek to love again.
Dragon Skies is the dark and magical history of northern Britain in the late
sixth century. The series blends myth, legend, and history into a vibrant and
powerful retelling of the events that led to the birth of Northumbria and the
collapse of the Romano-British kingdoms that comprised Y Gogledd. One
lonely man, fated by the gods to walk the battlefields and witness the events,
will become legend. This is the history of Lailoken, known as Myrddin, the last
dragon harper.
The Last Dragon Richard Sapir 2015-05-07 Remo races against time to locate
the huge dinosaur reportedly living in the jungles of Africa before a fast-food
king can turn it into hamburger meat.
Best Books for Young Adults Holly Koelling 2007 Provides reviews for classic
and contemporary young adult books, identifies teenagers' interests and best
book selections, and includes guidelines for creating reading lists of both

young adult and suitable adult literature.
THE BOOK OF DRAGONS (Illustrated) Edith Nesbit 2016-12-25 This carefully
crafted ebook: "THE BOOK OF DRAGONS (Illustrated)" is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: The Book of Beasts
Uncle James, or The Purple Stranger The Deliverers of Their Country The Ice
Dragon, or Do as You Are Told The Island of the Nine Whirlpools The Dragon
Tamers The Fiery Dragon, or The Heart of Stone and the Heart of Gold Kind
Little Edmund, or The Caves and the Cockatrice Edith Nesbit (1858-1924) was
the author of world famous books for children - the tales of fantastical
adventures, journeys back in time and travel to magical worlds.
The Ice King (Twilight of the Celts Book III) M. K. Hume 2015-01-15 The Last
Dragon must create a kingdom of his own... Embarking on his ultimate voyage,
Arthur, The Last Dragon, must brave the high seas and battle his way back to
Britain in The Ice King, the explosive conclusion to M.K. Hume's Twilight of the
Celts trilogy. The perfect read for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Ian Ross.
'Historical fiction of the most bloodthirsty and roistering kind' - Australian
Bookseller & Publishers Magazine It is several years now since Arthur, the
Last Dragon of Britain, has set foot on home soil. Roaming the Land of the

Denes, he has not only engaged in brutal and bloody conflict with the barbaric
Geats, but he has also unearthed the most evil force within the royal court of
Heorot. And, under the guidance of Stormbringer, the mighty Sae Dene king,
he has honed his skills as a commander. Now the time has come for Arthur to
brave the dangers of the frozen north as he and a band of daring sea-faring
warriors prepare to embark on his ultimate voyage - to return to Britain and to
create a kingdom of his own... What readers are saying about The Ice King:
'Wonderful storytelling does this book an enormous credit thus making it such
a thrill to read from start to finish' 'An excellent completion of the Arthur trilogy well constructed, good characters and a good read' 'Brilliant as usual. Five
stars'
The Book of Dragons E. Nesbit 2022-10-04 Eight fun and fantastical children’s
tales featuring marvelous dragons, from the author of The Railway Children
and The Story of the Treasure Seekers. Embark on an amazing journey
through a world of dragons with these eight tales from the acclaimed
imagination of E. Nesbit. In “The Book of the Beasts,” a boy becomes king and
is not prepared for the powerful magic inside a book he finds in the palace
library. In “Uncle James, or The Purple Stranger,” visit a land where children

can ride a guinea pig and a purple dragon wants a princess for a birthday
present. Unseasonably warm weather awakens a hoard of dragons in “The
Deliverers of Their Country,” and only two children can stop them from
destroying Great Britain. Two children make a shocking discovery in “The Ice
Dragon, or Do as Your Told” after they follow the colorful northern lights all the
way to the North Pole. Other stories included are “The Island of the Nine
Whirlpools,” “The Dragon Tamers,” “The Fiery Dragon, or The Heart of Stone
and the Heart of Gold,” and “Kind Little Edmund, or The Caves and the
Cockatrice.” Some of the dragons in this book are friendly, while others are
frightening. But all of these tales are sure to delight readers of all ages . . .
Read On-- Fantasy Fiction Neil Hollands 2007 Hundreds of popular fantasy
fiction titles are described and categorized according to their underlying
features, including coming of age stories, Arthurian romances, breaking of
curses, and barbarian warriors.
Dragon Rider - Book 2 of the Prophecy of the Kings David Burrows 2017-0506 Vastra has dealt a cruel blow to the very men that befriended him, but even
he cannot predict the outcome of his betrayal. Armies threaten Thrace and an
alliance must be forged, but Trosgarth has been busy and which nations can

be trusted is in doubt. Friend is set against friend while the enemy, no one
believes existed, quietly awaits the outcome. The Prophecy predicts a king will
save them, but for many years monarchs have been assassinated so few, if
any, remain. In a cold summer, after years of famine, war will finally be joined.
People will turn to the Prophecy for salvation. Demons will be summoned and
fear will haunt Thrace; its people will be isolated, their moral shattered. Hope
will come, but is it a fool's hope...?
Book Crush Nancy Pearl 2009-09-29 From picture books to chapter books, YA
fiction and nonfiction, Nancy Pearl has developed more thematic lists of books
to enjoy. The Book Lust audience is committed to reading, and here is a smart
and entertaining tool for picking the best books for kids. Divided into three
sections—Easy Books, Middle-Grade Readers, and Young Adult—Nancy
Pearl makes wonderful reading connections by theme, setting, voice, and
ideas. For horse lovers, she reminds us of the mainstays in the category
(Black Beauty, Misty of Chincoteague, etc.) but then in a creative twist
connects Mr. Revere and I to the list. In a list called Chapter One, she answers
the proverbial question: which chapters books are the most compelling for kids
who are now ready to move beyond picture books. And who says picture

books aren’t deep? Recommended Folk Tales sort out many of life’s dilemmas
and issues of good and bad; a selection of picture books on Death and Dying
introduces this topic with sensitivity; and You’ve Got a Friend offers up books
for early readers that show the complexities and the pleasures of relating to
others. Parents, teachers, and librarians are often puzzled by the unending
choices for reading material for young people. It starts when the kids are
toddler and doesn’t end until high-school graduation. What’s good, what’s
trash, what’s going to hold their interest? Nancy Pearl, America’s favorite
librarian, points the way in Book Crush.
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